
LINUX HFSPLUS JOURNALED WRITE A LETTER

You need to turn off the journaling if you want to write to it from Ubuntu. Ubuntu only has support for writing to
non-journaled HFS+ volumes.

There are as many Right Ways as there are people, of course, and no two are completely compatible, so if you
want to Do The Right Thing, either go see a movie or write your application software to do it like that,
because the OS kernel can only do it one way. I don't see how byte equality could be preserved the other
normalisations. On linux it always does, there's no normalization, exactly what you open is exactly what's
listed. To be clear, you can use capital letters in file names either way. Clearly Linus believes so but didn't
explain why he believes so. The strangeness of a normalizing filesystem, is that you can try to open a filename
with accent, NFC , and it works. Today, enabling case sensitivity could break some Mac apps that expect a
case-insensitive file system. To this day, it remains the default file system for mechanical and hybrid hard
drives, both while installing macOS and while formatting external drives. There are also a number of
reliability improvements, making things like corrupted files a lot less common. But NFD changes the
filenames you wrote into a different byte sequence. Then, a readdir doesn't list that exact filename byte
sequence you happen to get one that's extremely similar, but NFD. Choosing a file system is basically
choosing between these three options. Heck, even without other alphabets, the Latin letter O and the digit 0 are
valid characters for filenames in any system I know of, and although looking the same they are yet different.
This really is an awefully nice simplification, for this layer of abstraction. And that's not all! This problem is
not new, definitely not brought up by this Unicode thing. Use this for an external drive that will plug into both
kinds of computers. You almost certainly do not. Somehow, that's better than just not being case sensitive in
the first place? To me it seems normalisation at least reduces the attack surface, while not solving the issue
completely. There's no simple bit flip to apply, just a 66KB table of mappings[1] you have to hard-code.
Case-sensitivity is the easiest thing - you take a bytestring from userspace, you search for it exactly in the
filesystem. Difficult to get wrong. Most UNIX and Linux systems seem to have an "all lowercase" or "all
uppercase" convention, so the fact that they have case sensitivity is often not utilised. And keep them
up-to-date with each new release of Unicode. See also disk utility MrBuddyCasino on Jan 13, I get the
problem, but don't you need canonical equivalence to make sure you don't allow files with filenames that look
the same but which happen to have a different unicode byte sequence? So the last thing a kernel developer
wants is Unicode support in a filesystem. The format dates back to , and was made by Microsoft to provide
some of the cross-platform compatibility of the older FAT32 format without the file and partition size
limitations. Do not encrypt a drive unless you can remember the key, or unless you have somewhere secure to
store it. What does all this mean, and which should you choose? Mac OS X is way way harder to make work
right than linux. Reverse compatibility. In this particular instance, the vulnerability is caused by git not
handling aliased names correctly. I am not qualified to judge whether or not the complexity increase is worth
it. The case insensitivity was, superficially anyway, not the problem - you get back the filename you initially
wrote it just could overlap with another file that is not clearly defined because world languages are crazy.
Having a bar, a point, or some other distinctive mark inside 0 is just a hack, the common description for the
aspect of this digit makes no distinction from letter O. Or is the problem specifically with NFC? First released
in , it offers all sorts of benefits over Mac OS Extended, the previous default. I keep some personal directories
of stuff backed up on multiple systems, along with a "manifest" of files and md5sums. The other potential
downside to encryption is performance. Once there are disks 'out there' that were created with some idea about
what case insensitivity is, your choice has been set in stone.


